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August Strindberg's 'Miss Julie' is a powerful and provocative modern play
that has captivated audiences since its premiere in 1888. Set in a rural
Swedish manor on Midsummer's Eve, the play follows the passionate and
destructive love affair between Miss Julie, a young aristocrat, and Jean, her
father's valet.

Through its exploration of forbidden love, class conflict, and the enduring
power of social norms, 'Miss Julie' offers a timeless examination of the
human condition. In this article, we will delve into the play's characters, plot,
and social commentary to provide a comprehensive analysis of this
complex and enduring work.

Characters

Miss Julie: The titular character of the play, Miss Julie is a young woman
of high social status who is torn between her desire for freedom and her
adherence to societal expectations. She is intelligent, impulsive, and
passionate, but her actions are often driven by fear and insecurity.

Jean: A valet in Miss Julie's father's household, Jean is a handsome and
charming man who is initially attracted to Miss Julie's beauty and social
status. However, as their relationship progresses, he reveals a more
complex and ambitious nature.

Kristin: Miss Julie's cousin and close confidante, Kristin is a pragmatic and
sensible young woman who tries to guide Miss Julie away from her
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dangerous affair with Jean. However, her own relationship with a
stableman shows that she is not immune to the pull of forbidden love.

Plot

The play takes place on Midsummer's Eve, a traditional Swedish holiday
where social norms are relaxed and the boundaries between classes are
blurred. As the servants celebrate the holiday, Miss Julie appears and
becomes involved in a verbal sparring match with Jean.

Intrigued by Jean's intelligence and charm, Miss Julie invites him to dance.
As the evening progresses, their flirtation turns into a passionate embrace,
and they consummate their relationship in the barn. However, their illicit
affair is soon discovered by Kristin, who informs Miss Julie's father.

The discovery of Miss Julie's affair has devastating consequences. Her
father forces her to break off her relationship with Jean and threatens to
disown her if she disobeys. Miss Julie, torn between her love for Jean and
her fear of social ostracism, attempts to flee with him, but their escape is
thwarted.

In a fit of despair, Miss Julie takes her own life, leaving Jean to face the
consequences of their forbidden love.

Social Commentary

'Miss Julie' is a scathing indictment of the rigid class structure of 19th-
century Sweden. The play shows how the boundaries between classes are
artificial and harmful, and how they can lead to tragedy.



Miss Julie's desire for freedom and her rebellion against social norms are
seen as a threat to the established order. Her affair with Jean, a man of
lower social status, is considered a violation of the natural hierarchy of
society.

The play also explores the role of gender in society. Miss Julie's
independence and assertiveness are seen as unfeminine and dangerous.
She is punished for her transgressions, while Jean is allowed to escape
with relative impunity.

'Miss Julie' remains a powerful and relevant play today. It is a timeless
exploration of love, class, and tragedy that continues to provoke and
challenge audiences. Through its vivid characters and gripping plot, 'Miss
Julie' offers a scathing indictment of social inequality and a reminder of the
enduring power of human desire.
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